Gallerie II Debuts Spring 2019 Collections
The Brand Expands to Include Nostalgic Art Dolls and Day of The Dead Décor
NEWPORT NEWS, Va. -- March _, 2019 - PRLog -- Gallerie II’s 2019 Collection debuted in
showrooms across the country January 7 - _, 2019. Much-beloved art dolls, highly-anticipated
coastal décor, and enchanting surprises for Christmas and Halloween were just some of the
many newly introduced items.
Gallerie II’s extensive line of art dolls added many new artisan pieces and accessories. Several
iconic and popular art doll characters like Fiorella by Joe Spencer have been revived and
reinterpreted for their 2019 release. This gives newer collectors the opportunity to engage in the
storied heritage of Gathered Traditions.
A large expansion for Gallerie II is the Day of the Dead collection, which captures the vibrant
spirit of the holiday with an overarching sugar skull motif and traditional Día de los Muertos
color palette. This collection was previously a subcategory of Bone Chillers, but has been
expanded and elaborated to create a festive new holiday category for 2019.
Among the Day of the Dead collection, and in fact most of the debuted collections, were new
wearable items like masks, hats, and scarves which fit with Gallerie II’s unique and whimsical
style. One of these eye-catching new pieces is the Mystical Dragon Mask which unites gleaming
aqua scales with gold accents to create a stunning fantasy look.
Gallerie II is a prolific provider of ornaments for every shape, size, color, theme, animal, hobby,
and fairy tale imaginable. This year Gallerie II unveiled an especially beautiful collection of
tropical hand-blown art glass ornaments. And of course, Gallerie II’s ornament selection would
not be complete without its extensive collections of handmade Christmas ornaments and
figures, which also added a variety of new pieces.
With such a wide selection of pieces and with collections that offer something for every style,
theme, holiday, and season, Gallerie II makes it easy to discover a world of endless possibilities.
###
At Gallerie II, we are the creators of home décor for every day and every season. We believe in
going beyond just ordinary, so you can bring surprise and wonder back into your everyday and
holidays, alike. We share a creative passion for all things beautiful and imaginative, building
collections that narrate a curative story and theme.
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